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Abstract—Causal inference concerns the identification of
cause-effect relationships between variables. However, often only
linear combinations of variables constitute meaningful causal
variables. For example, recovering the signal of a cortical source
from electroencephalography requires a well-tuned combination
of signals recorded at multiple electrodes. We recently introduced
the MERLiN (Mixture Effect Recovery in Linear Networks)
algorithm that is able to recover, from an observed linear
mixture, a causal variable that is a linear effect of another
given variable. Here we relax the assumption of this cause-effect
relationship being linear and present an extended algorithm
that can pick up non-linear cause-effect relationships. Thus,
the main contribution is an algorithm (and ready to use code)
that has broader applicability and allows for a richer model
class. Furthermore, a comparative analysis indicates that the
assumption of linear cause-effect relationships is not restrictive
in analysing electroencephalographic data.
Index Terms—causal inference, causal variable construction,
instrumental variable, linear mixtures, regression-based condi-
tional independence criterion
I. INTRODUCTION
Causal inference requires causal variables. However, not
always do the variables in a dataset specify the candidate
causal relata. In electroencephalography (EEG) studies, for
example, what is measured at electrodes placed on the scalp
is instantaneously and linearly superimposed electromagnetic
activity of sources in the brain [1]. Standard causal inference
methods require to first recover the cortical sources from the
observed electrode signals [2]. This is disadvantageous. First,
any source localisation procedure is prone to modelling errors,
which may distort the true cause-effect relationships between
cortical sources. Second, source localisation enlarges the data
dimensionality by roughly two orders of magnitude, which
leads to increased computational complexity.
We recently proposed a novel idea to construct causal vari-
ables, i. e., recover cortical sources, by directly optimising for
statistical in- and dependences that imply a certain cause-effect
relationship [3]. The linear MERLiN algorithm can – skipping
potentially error prone modelling steps – establish a linear
cause-effect relationship between brain state features that are
observed only as part of a linear mixture. This allows for
computationally efficient insights into brain networks beyond
those readily obtained from encoding and decoding models
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trained on pre-defined variables [4]. The linear MERLiN
algorithm, however, is unable to reconstruct cortical sources
with non-linear cause-effect relationships.
Here we present the non-linear MERLiN algorithm and
relax the assumption of linear cause-effect relationships. By
integrating kernel ridge regression and a non-linear indepen-
dence test, the extended algorithm can capture any higher order
dependence. We compare the results of our linear- and non-
linear MERLiN algorithms on EEG data for which cause-
effect relationships have previously only been computed by
an exhaustive search approach [5] and find no qualitative
differences. The contribution of this work is thus two-fold.
First, we provide an algorithm to learn non-linear cause-effect
relationships from linear mixtures of causal variables, and,
second, we provide empirical evidence that linear methods
suffice to identify cause-effect relationships within individual
EEG frequency bands. The Python implementation is available
at https://github.com/sweichwald/MERLiN.
II. METHODS
A. Causal Bayesian Networks
We briefly introduce the main aspects of Causal Bayesian
Networks (CBNs). For an exhaustive treatment see [6], [7].
The important advantage of this framework over methods
based on information flow is that it yields testable predictions
on the impact of interventions [8], [9].
Definition 1 (Structural Equation Model). We define a struc-
tural equation model (SEM) S as a set of equations Xi =
fi(PAi, Ni), i ∈ N1:s where the so-called noise vari-
ables are independently distributed according to PN1,...,Ns =
PN1 · · ·PNs . For i ∈ N1:s the set PAi ⊆ {X1, ..., Xs} \ Xi
contains the so-called parents of Xi and fi describes how Xi
relates to the random variables in PAi and Ni. The induced
joint distribution is denoted by PS , PX1,...,Xs .
Replacing at least one of the functions fi, i ∈ N1:s by a
constant ♠ yields a new SEM. We say Xi has been intervened
on, which is denoted by do(Xi = ♠), leads to the SEM
S|do(Xi = ♠), and induces the interventional distribution
PS| do(Xi=♠) , PX1,...,Xs| do(Xi=♠).
Definition 2 (Cause and Effect). Xi is a cause of Xj (i, j ∈
N1:s, i 6= j) wrt. a SEM S iff there exists ♥ ∈ R such that
PXj | do(Xi=♥) 6= PXj .1 Xj is an effect of Xi iff Xi is a cause
of Xj . Often the considered SEM S is omitted if it is clear
from the context.
1PXj | do(Xi=♥) and PXj denote the marginal distributions of Xj corre-
sponding to PS| do(Xi=♥) and PS respectively.
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2For each SEM S there is a corresponding graph GS(V,E)
with V , {X1, ..., Xs} and E , {(Xi, Xj) : Xi ∈
PAj , Xj ∈ V } that has the random variables as nodes and
directed edges pointing from parents to children. We employ
the common assumption that this graph is acyclic, i.e., GS will
always be a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
So far a DAG GS simply depicts all parent-child relation-
ships defined by the SEM S. Missing directed paths indicate
missing cause-effect relationships. In order to specify the link
between statistical independence (denoted by ⊥ ) wrt. the joint
distribution PS and properties of the DAG GS (representing a
SEM S) we need the following definition.
Definition 3 (d-separation). For a fixed graph G disjoint sets
of nodes A and B are d-separated by a third disjoint set C
(denoted by A ⊥d-sep B|C) iff all pairs of nodes a ∈ A and
b ∈ B are d-separated by C. A pair of nodes a 6= b is d-
separated by C iff every path between a and b is blocked by
C. A path between nodes a and b is blocked by C iff there is
an intermediate node z on the path such that (i) z ∈ C and z is
tail-to-tail (← z →) or head-to-tail (→ z →), or (ii) z is head-
to-head (→ z ←) and neither z nor any of its descendants is
in C.
Conveniently, assuming faithfulness2 (and exploiting
Markovianity3) we have the following one-to-one
correspondence between d-separation and conditional
independence statements:
A ⊥d-sep B|C ⇐⇒ A ⊥ B|C
Summing up, we have defined interventional causation in
terms of SEMs and have seen how a SEM gives rise to
a DAG. This DAG has two convenient features. Firstly, the
DAG yields a visualisation that allows to easily grasp missing
cause-effect relationships that correspond to missing directed
paths. Secondly, since we assume faithfulness, d-separation
properties of this DAG are equivalent to conditional indepen-
dence properties of the joint distribution. Thus, conditional
independences translate into causal statements, e.g. ‘a variable
becomes independent of all its non-effects given its immedi-
ate causes’ or ‘cause and effect are marginally dependent’.
Furthermore, the causal graph GS can be identified from
conditional independences observed in PS – at least up to
a so-called Markov equivalence class, the set of graphs that
entail the same conditional independences [10].
B. Formal problem description
In the following, the variables S, C1, ..., Cd, and F1, ..., Fd
may be thought of as a stimulus variable, the activity of
multiple cortical sources, and the EEG channel recordings
respectively. We aim at recovering an effect of a pre-defined
target variable C1 = v>F . The terminology introduced in
Section II-A allows to precisely state the problem as follows.
2Intuitively, this is saying that conditional independences are due to the
causal structure and not accidents of parameter values [6, p. 9]; more formally
the assumption reads A ⊥d-sep B|C ⇐= A ⊥ B|C.
3The distribution PS generated by a SEM S is Markov wrt. GS (cf. [7,
Theorem 1.4.1] for a proof), i. e., A ⊥d-sep B|C =⇒ A ⊥ B|C.
1) Assumptions: Let S and C1, ..., Cd denote (finitely
many) random variables. We assume existence of a SEM S,
potentially with additional unobserved variables h1, ..., hl, that
induces PS = PS,C1,...,Cd,h1,...,hl . We refer to the correspond-
ing graph GS as the true causal graph and call its nodes causal
variables. We further assume that
• S affects C2 indirectly via C1,4
• there are no edges in GS pointing into S.5
Importantly, we do not require that the structural equation that
relates C2 to its parents is linear in C1. Figure 1 depicts an
example of how GS might look like.
S C1 C2
C3 h1 C4
C5
...
Cd
Fig. 1. Example graph where h1 is a hidden variable.
2) Given data:
• v ∈ Rd such that C1 = v>F
• m iid6 samples S = [s1, ..., sm]> of S and F =
[fi,j ]i=1:m,j=1:d of F where F , [F1, ..., Fd]> = AC
is the observed linear mixture of the causal variables
C , [C1, ..., Cd]> and A ∈ Rd×d the mixing matrix
3) Desired output: Find w ∈ Bd , {x ∈ Rd : ||x|| = 1}
such that aCi = w>F where Ci is an effect of C1 (i ∈
N2:d, a ∈ R \ {0}). For the graph shown in Figure 1 recovery
of the causal variable C2 is a valid solution.
C. Strategy
Our approach leverages the following causal inference rule
that – under the assumptions in Section II-B1 – applies to a
causal variable Ci (cf. [5]).
Causal Inference Rule: If Ci ⊥ S|C1 and Y 6⊥ C1, then
S indirectly affects Ci via C1. In particular, a causal path
C1 99K Ci exists.
The idea is to recover the sought-after variable from
the mixture F by optimising for these statistical properties.
Thence, the general strategy relies on solving an optimisation
problem of the form7
max
w∈Bd−1
dep(C1, Yw)− dep(S, Yw|C1)
where Yw = w>F and dep denotes a (conditional) de-
pendence criterion that estimates from empirical samples the
strength of association between the two variables.
4By saying a variable X causes Z indirectly via Y we imply (a) existence
of a path X 99K Y 99K Z, and (b) that there is no path X 99K Z without Y
on it (this also excludes the edge X → Z).
5This condition can for example be ensured by randomising S.
6independent and identically distributed
7To attenuate the signal of C1 we restrict search onto the orthogonal
complement v⊥ ∩ Bd = {x ∈ Rd : ||x|| = 1,x ⊥ v} which is
diffeomorphic to Bd−1.
3D. Non-Linear MERLiN algorithm
The linear MERLiN algorithm uses the partial correla-
tions ρC1,Yw|S and ρS,Yw|C1 for the terms dep(C1, Yw) and
dep(S, Yw|C1) in the objective function. As such only linear
dependence between C1 and Yw can be detected while re-
maining higher-order dependences between S and Yw given
C1 may go undetected. A general kernel-based indepen-
dence criterion, the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion
(HSIC) [11], and a regression-based conditional independence
criterion (cf. [5]) in conjunction with kernel ridge regres-
sion [12] allow extension to non-linear dependences.
Regression-Based Conditional Independence Criterion:
If there exists a (regression) function r such that Yw−r(C1) ⊥
(S,C1) then S ⊥ Yw|C1.
The non-linear MERLiN algorithm solves the following
optimisation problem
max
(w,σ,θ)∈Bd−1×R×R
HSIC(C1, Yw)−HSIC ((S,C1), Rw,σ,θ)
where HSIC(A,B) denotes the empirical HSIC estimate8 and
Rw,σ,θ corresponds to the residuals Yw − r(C1) using kernel
ridge regression with Gaussian kernel of width |σ| and ridge
regression parameter |θ|. To temper overfitting, the sample is
split into three partitions; the residuals of the ith partition are
obtained by using the kernel ridge regression function obtained
on the remaining partitions. The regression parameters σ and
θ are also being optimised over to allow an optimal regres-
sion fit wrt. witnessing conditional independence and hence
minimising the second summand in the objective function.
Implementing the objective function in Theano [13], [14],
we use the Python toolbox Pymanopt [15] to run optimisation
on the product manifold Bd−1 × R × R using a steepest
descent algorithm with standard back-tracking line-search.
This approach is exact and efficient, relying on automated
differentiation and respecting the manifold geometry.
E. Application to EEG data
We consider EEG trial-data of the form F˜ ∈ Rd×m×n
where d denotes the number of electrodes, m the number of
trials, and n the length of the time series F˜i,j,1:n for each
electrode i ∈ N1:d and each sample j ∈ N1:m; that is F˜ holds
m iid samples of a Rd×n-valued random variable F˜ . Analyses
of EEG data commonly focus on trial-averaged log-bandpower
in a particular frequency band. Accordingly, applying our al-
gorithms to EEG data we aim to identify a linear combination
w ∈ Bd such that the log-bandpower of the resulting one-
dimensional trial signals w>F˜ is a causal effect of the log-
bandpower of the one-dimensional trial signals v>F˜ .
However, the two operations of computing the log-
bandpower and taking a linear combination do not commute.
The log-bandpower computation needs to be switched into the
objective function described above. This is accomplished by
letting Yw = logbp(w>F˜ ) and C1 = logbp(v>F˜ ) where
logbp denotes the operation of applying a Hanning window
8We compute the empirical HSIC estimate based on the Gaussian kernel
k(x, y) = exp(−δ−1||x − y||2) where the kernel size δ is determined by
the median distance between points in input space [11].
and computing the average log-bandpower in a specified
frequency range for the given time series.
III. COMPARATIVE EEG ANALYSIS
A. Experimental data
We applied the linear MERLiN algorithm and its non-
linear extension to EEG data recorded during a neurofeedback
experiment [16]. In this study the γ-log-bandpower (55–85 Hz)
in the right superior parietal cortex (SPC) was provided as
feedback signal and subjects were instructed to up- or down-
regulate the bandpower. 3 subjects were recorded in 2 sessions
each and each session had 60 trials á 60 seconds.
The data of one session consists of a stimulus vector S ∈
{−1,+1}60×1, a spatial filter v ∈ R121×1 that was used to
extract the feedback signal, and a tensor F˜ ∈ R121×60×15000
that holds the time series (of length 15000) for each channel
and trial. The reader is referred to [16] for more details on the
experimental data.
B. How to compare to previous results
We compare our MERLiN algorithms against a causal
analysis of this neurofeedback experiment that is based on
source localisation in combination with an exhaustive search
procedure [5]. The hypothesis was, based on transcranial
magnetic stimulation studies [17], that γ-oscillations in the
SPC modulate γ-oscillations in the medial prefrontal cortex
(MPC). We briefly describe this exhaustive search approach.
First, the signal of K , 15028 dipoles across the cortical
surface was extracted using a LCMV beamformer and a three-
shell spherical head model [18]. Then, the authors applied their
newly introduced stimulus-based causal inference (SCI) algo-
rithm to assess for every dipole whether its γ-log-bandpower
is a linear causal effect of the γ-log-bandpower in the SPC.
Group results were summarised in a vector gSCI ∈ RK×1
where the ith entry denotes the percentage of dipoles within a
certain radius that were found to be modulated by the SPC.
The results of this exhaustive search analysis, visualising gSCI
on hemisphere plots, supported the hypothesis that the MPC
is a linear causal effect of the SPC. The reader is referred to
[5] for more details.
In contrast to exhaustive search, both our linear MERLiN
algorithm as well as its non-linear extension aim at imme-
diately recovering the causal effect by optimising a linear
combination w of electrode signals9. To allow for a qualitative
comparison of our results with the results summarised by
the vector gSCI we derive for each w a vector g ∈ RK×1.
This vector represents the involvement of each cortical dipole
in the recovered signal and is derived from w as follows.
First, a scalp topography is obtained via a ∝ Σw where
the ith entry of Σw is the covariance between the ith EEG
channel and the source that is recovered by w [19, Equation
(7)]. Here Σ denotes the session-specific covariance matrix
in the γ-frequency band. Second, the dipole involvement
9Since there were only 60 samples per session we decided to select a
subset of 33 EEG channels distributed across the scalp (according to the
10–20 system). Hence, for each recording session we obtained a spatial filter
w ∈ R33×1.
4vector g is obtained from a via dynamic statistical parametric
mapping (dSPM; with identity noise covariance matrix) [20].
Group results are obtained as average of the individual dipole
involvement vectors.
C. Experimental results
The group averaged results of our extended algorithm are
depicted in Figure 2.(a). Similar to the results in [5] and
the results we obtained with the linear MERLiN algorithm
(cf. Figure 2.(b)) the analysis indicates that the MPC is a
causal effect of the SPC. The non-linear method yields results
that are in high accordance with the ones obtained by our
linear method while exhaustive search additionally revealed
the anterior middle frontal gyrus as effect of the SPC.
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Fig. 2. Group averaged dipole involvement corresponding to the spatial filters
identified by the (a) non-linear and (b) linear MERLiN algorithm; lateral and
medial views of the left and right hemisphere. (All colour scales from “blue”
to “red” range from 0 to the largest value to be plotted.)
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the non-linear MERLiN algorithm that
is able to recover a causal effect from an observed linear
mixture with no constraint on the functional form of this
cause-effect relationship. Iteratively projecting out directions
and applying the MERLiN algorithm may allow to identify
multiple distinct causal effects. For EEG data we found no
qualitative difference to the linear method, which indicates
that linear methods suffice to identify within-frequency cause-
effect relationships in EEG data. Future research will focus on
theoretical analysis of the presented methods and assumptions
and investigate applicability to other real world data.
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